God gave our lives a perfect purpose. Each moment, records are created about events happening in
our lives and they are being compared with records of what was intended for us by God and the
deviations which are mainly a result of our free will are properly corrected by our spiritual guidance.
All this is done with a wish for us to arrive on the path that is the best for us.
Whatever happens to us in everyday life are only events, however, we make them subjective –
emotionally and mentally – so these events can get a totally different meaning. In a spiritual world,
records are created about all these events. Events are always united on a linear level and are then
gathered in a collection of information, where a short summary or current direction of the individual
is determined.
Records are created in different levels. For example, if our soul is from the astral level, then all the
events in our life, as well as our emotional and mental/psychological responses to these events are
recorded in this level. If our soul comes from the mental level, the events are recorded in this level…
The same applies to the causal level. Practically, these records are slightly above the level, in which
souls reside – if they come from the astral level, the records are between the astral and the mental
level; if they come from the mental level, the records are between the mental and the causal level…

To make it a little more complicated, all the events that we go through are transferred or copied into
four parallel dimensions of our galaxy, where our lives are recorded as parallel lives, but just
energetically without physical bodies and just events without emotional/psychological responses.
This is another dimension of our souls. Here the optimization of our lives takes place. These four
dimensions will very soon be united into one dimension and the spiritual work of people, who have
the access to these dimensions, will then be a lot easier. The highest Angels have control over these
other dimensions of our lives and they observe the course of live on the Earth through these records.
They compare soul plans in the Divine imperial records with the real records and they suggest our
spiritual guidance how to guide us. When the highest angels observe us, this seems like a vertical ray,
which contains records on different levels and dimensions about all the events in our lives emotional
and mental responses to them, experienced trials, turning points, plan of the soul, etc. Similarly, after
our physical death, based on this kind of insight, the highest angels including archangel Michael sort
us to a place where our soul belongs to at the moment.
If it is optimal for our evolution that some changes happen, these changes are created in other
spiritual dimensions and eventually realized in the reality, unless we make a different decision based
on our free will. If it is time that somebody meets the right partner, for example, these two souls
come closer in another dimension and by lowering vibration, the two persons, in which these two
souls reside, soon come closer on the physical level as well – we say that two people are meant for
each other. If some relationships in the reality aren’t beneficial for the future, for example, these
souls separate from each other in the parallel dimensions and this soon happens on the physical
levels, too.
To make it even more complicated, these four dimensions that reflect our lives have further
dimensions with higher vibrations, where our events aren’t reflected anymore, but only information
of highly evolved souls are transferred there, from earthly levels, as well as from other parts of our
galaxy with spiritual life. Above these dimensions there are more dimensions with even higher
vibration, that contain only the most important records of the highly evolved souls from all
neighboring galaxies and then even higher there are records of all highly evolved souls from all
galaxies, until the Kingdom of God and the God alone. Therefore, only the records of the most
evolved souls go on the higher level… In this way, the Divine hierarchy of spiritual beings is created.
All these records are kept safe by the Great White Brotherhood and the highest angels (seraphs,
cherubs). With the help of these records, God also controls the balance and harmony in the whole
God’s creation. It’s also determined, for example, how many highly evolved souls have to be on the
Earth at the moment to create an optimal equilibrium. If the balance in these records starts to break
down, this will become evident on the physical levels after quite a few years. At that time, God
determines few most evolved earthly souls or one/two most evolved cosmic souls that will lead the
humanity’s evolution into the right direction. Cosmic souls are the souls that don’t incarnate on the
Earth, they come from other galaxies or from the Kingdom of God.
Soul in our body is tied to the energy of our body. Lower part of the soul or the center of the soul
resides in the height of the heart chakra and it goes around the head. Soul is not present in the lower
part of the body. Our thoughts have a tremendous power because they are strengthened with the
power of our soul and can therefore enter into the spiritual world. We direct our lives with our
thoughts and also call out for a spiritual help – as far as our thoughts can reach. Saints have a golden
halo around their head, because their souls became enlightened and turned gold by the grace of
God. In a parallel world, our soul is represented by a spiritual energy.
God also sets certain tests and turning points in our lives. They are determined in advance on specific
dates, but some turning points are conditioned by a successfully accomplished test. They define the
time, when certain changes have to happen in our lives. They are written in the Divine imperial
records and lower Divine records, depending on the source of the soul.

Our souls evolve according to our personality and enlighten themselves after realization of the plan,
determined by God in specific life. When a person outgrows the emotional restrictions and the
emotional responses correspond with the actual events, this means a big step on the hierarchical
ladder – this is when the soul can leave the astral level and enter the mental level at sorting. When
we outgrow mental/psychological restrictions of our mental restrictive patterns and our
subconscious and conscious mental reactions correspond with the actual events, the soul can leave
the mental level and enter the causal level, of course only if we have carried out the plan or the
mission of our soul, that God had intended for us in certain life and under some other conditions, e.g.
if we have learnt to direct our own lives, create inner peace and harmony…
We can conclude that our life is a sequence of events, which follow one another, but we reach the
perfection when our life isn’t anymore a sequence of events, but it’s Love.
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